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Abstract

When individuals in social groups communicate with one another and are under the influ-

ence of neighbors’ opinions, they typically revise their own opinions to adapt to such peer

opinions. The individual threshold of bounded confidence will thus be affected by both a

change in individual confidence and by neighbor influence. Individuals thus update their own

opinions with new bounded confidence, while their updated opinions also influence their

neighbors’ opinions. Based on this reasoned factual assumption, we propose an opinion

dynamics model with time-varying bounded confidence. A directed network is formed by the

rule of the individual bounded confidence threshold. The threshold of individual bounded

confidence involves both confidence variation and the in/out degree of the individual node.

When the confidence variation is greater, an individual’s confidence in persisting in his own

opinion in interactions is weaker, and the individual is more likely to adopt neighbors’ opin-

ions. In networks, the in/out degree is determined by individual neighbors. Our main

research involves the process of opinion evolution and the basic laws of opinion cluster for-

mation. Group opinions converge exponentially to consensus with stable neighbors. An indi-

vidual opinion evolution is determined by the average neighbor opinion effect strength. We

also explore the conditions involved in forming a stable neighbor relationship and the influ-

ence of the confidence variation in the convergence of the threshold of bounded confidence.

The results show that the influence on opinion evolution is greater with increased confidence

variation.

Introduction

People often communicate their daily concerns with others. When an individual’s opinion dif-

fers from that of others, he is likely to heuristically revise his opinion to adapt to his peer’s

behavior, with some changes in his confidence [1,2]. In social behavior, individual opinion

interactions depend on various social or psychological factors, such as personality, trust level,

reputation, social status, and persuasive abilities [3,4]. Research has shown that opinion and

confidence are related at the outset; when most of an individual’s peers have similar opinions,

that individual may choose to compromise his opinion [3]. However, when those same peers

have opinions that are similar to the individual’s opinions, it can boost an individual’s
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confidence–even to the level of a related effect known as overconfidence [5, 6]. In the latter

context, an individual with strong self-confidence will doubt the accuracy of his own judgment

and will be willing to adjust his confidence level to adapt to the collective opinion [7]. In such

a context, to confirm that a person’s opinion is similar to another person’s opinion is more

important in social behaviors than to express the correctness of the individual opinion [8, 9].

Opinion dynamics theory analyzes how individuals choose conventions, make decisions,

schedule tasks, and implement actions [10]. At a certain scale of social groups, the rules con-

cerning the local interactions among members may rise to complex behavior based on opinion

dynamics, such as consensus, polarization and fragmentation [11–13]. In recent years, statisti-

cal physics has been widely applied to the social sciences, and an opinion dynamics model

with the characteristics of statistical physics has been developed in social opinion research,

which can reveal the emergence of collective behavior characteristics in local individual inter-

action rules. Based on different assessments of the value of opinion, the previous literature

mainly focuses on discrete and continuing opinion dynamic models. The discrete models

include the Ising spin model [14], the voter model [15], the majority rule model [16], the social

impact model [17], and the Sznajd model [18], whereas the continuing models mainly refer to

the Deffuant model [19], and the HK model [20]. A comprehensive survey of these models can

be found in the references [21,22].

The opinion dynamics model is also helpful in exploring the formation of opinion clusters

and reveals the emergence of collective interaction behaviors in networks [23]. The previous

literature [24] analyzes the formation of opinion clusters in adaptive networks, while the

related literature [25] examines how community structure affects opinion clusters. In the pre-

vious literature [26], research explores the influence of short-and long-range interactions with

individual bias on the overall meaning of opinion clusters.

In the current research on opinion dynamics, individuals are typically assumed to be

homogenous and to share the same bounded confidence level, such as the assumptions found

in the DW and HK models; however, individuals are different both physiologically and psy-

chologically, and they often have differential reactions in the face of uniform peer opinion.

Moreover, individuals may make different decisions with biased confidence levels. Thus,

assessing individuals in models as heterogeneous is generally reasonable. A heterogeneous

DW model and an HK model were explored in [27] as interactive Markov chains and in [28]

as opinion evolutions that included an agent-based version and a density-based version. Het-

erogeneous individuals have been segregated based on their confidence levels into informed

and uninformed [29] or multi-levels [10],whereas a heterogeneous model with a time-variant

interaction topology was analyzed in [30,31],and a consensus study was explored in an agent-

based model with a time-varying directed graph in [32].These opinion dynamics models are

becoming increasingly close to real social interaction behaviors, as they incorporate heteroge-

neous individuals, changeable confidence levels and time-varying interaction topologies.

To survey the characteristics of opinion dynamic behavior in social behaviors, we propose a

model with nodes that are related to individual confidence level and an in/out degree of neigh-

bor node. The model is an agent-based and based on a continued opinion dynamics model

[19,20]in which the opinion of an agent can vary smoothly between extremes – in contrast to

discrete opinions, such as binary values, with inherent yes or no responses [15,16,18] – with a

bounded confidence rule that stipulates that agents can interact with one another when the

distance of their opinions is close enough to a given confidence level[19,20,22]. In addition, in

this model individuals have different initial thresholds of bounded confidence – which is a crit-

ical value of interaction between agents who are willing to exchange opinions – and a confi-

dence level described by a variable that can change overtime, further an agent can revise his

confidence level in his interactions with others, this heterogeneous confidence is called

Time-varying opinion formation
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‘confidence variation’. The agent determines his new threshold of bounded confidence based

on this confidence variation and the in/out degree of neighbor nodes; his new threshold of

bounded confidence will also impact his neighbor’s opinions in subsequent interactions. Thus,

the threshold of bounded confidence is time-varying. The agent’s opinion undergoes a unidi-

rectional change, i.e., the agent will revise his opinion to become closer to his peer’s opinion

when his threshold of bounded confidence is less than his peer’s threshold; however, his peer

will remain unaffected unless his peer’s own threshold is less than the agent’s threshold. The

lower confidence level makes the individual insist on his opinion; therefore, his peers’ opinions

will affect him less [3]. In this paper, we investigate the process of opinion evolution and the

basic law of opinion formation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin with a definition of our

model in Section 2. An analysis of opinion cluster formation and evolution is described in Sec-

tion 3 and is followed by the experimental design and simulation results in Section 4.A conclu-

sion is presented in the last section.

Methods

The time-varying bounded confidence model

In the Deffuant model [8], simple opinion dynamics were proposed for the fully connected

graph in which all nodes were interconnected. Here, we apply the idea of neighbors connected

by bidirectional or unidirectional links. A directed network G(t) = (V(t),(E(t)), V(t) consists of

the nodes set at time t, and E(t) indicates the edges set at time t. In i,j 2 V(t), node(agent) j is

the neighbor of node i only if there is a link from j to i. Therefore at
ij ¼ 1, at

ij 2 AþðtÞ and A+(t)

is the in-degree adjacent matrix of G(t); otherwise, at
ij ¼ 0. Meanwhile bt

ji ¼ 1, bt
ji 2 A� ðtÞ, and

A−(t) is the out-degree adjacent matrix of G(t); otherwise, bt
ji ¼ 0. The agents in a network

have an opinion space that is denoted by X = [0,1] for some social issues, and the opinion of

Agenti at time t is xi(t) 2 X. The bounded confidence rule for Agentsi and j is kxi(t) − xj(t)k �

εi(t), and the function of εi(t) is:

εi tð Þ ¼ 1 � dðtÞð Þεi 0ð Þ þ d tð Þ
kþi ðt � 1Þ

kþi ðt � 1Þ þ k�i ðt � 1Þ
ð1Þ

When t = 0, εi(t) = εi(0) and εi(0) is the initial threshold value of bounded confidence –

which is a critical value that indicates how susceptible an agent is to the influence of the opin-

ion of other agents – each agent has his own value at the beginning, and the confidence level

for each agent is a variable in the [0.0,1.0]range with an initial value of 1. δ(t) = min{δ(t − 1) +

Δδ � t, 1} is the confidence variation, and Δδ is the confidence variation increment, 0< Δδ<

1.
kþi ðt� 1Þ

kþi ðt� 1Þþk�i ðt� 1Þ
is related by the in/out degree of Agenti and is used to express the influence of

neighbors on Agenti’s opinion, and t> 0. If the in-degree kþi ðt � 1Þ ¼
P

j at� 1
ij is larger than the

out-degree k�i ðt � 1Þ ¼
P

j bt� 1

ij , thenthe confidence level of Agenti is relatively high, and the

agent’s opinion depends much more on his neighbors. By contrast, when k�i ðt � 1Þ is greater

than kþi ðt � 1Þ, Agenti has a lower confidence level. If k�i ðt � 1Þ and kþi ðt � 1Þ are balanced,

Agenti is open, and his confidence is not easily changed; thus the influence of his neighbors is not

essential to his opinion. In this instance, the threshold of bounded confidence is time-varying

because the agent changes his confidence following exposure to neighbors’ opinions.

After each round of opinion interactions, the agent will revise his opinion using certain

rules to update his neighbors based on his confidence level, and he will weigh the opinions of

his neighbors, on average, against his own opinion at the next interaction [3, 10,20]. However,

Time-varying opinion formation
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we believe that it is more reasonable to consider an individual as a rational agent who can stick

to his opinion at first and is thereafter influenced by his peers, such that the more closed the

relationships are, the more influence they have in the evolution of the individual’s opinion.

The rules of opinion evolution for each agent are provided in formula (2).The opinion of

Agenti at the t time step is

xi tð Þ ¼ xi t � 1ð Þ þ
1

Mt� 1

i

P
j2Niðt� 1Þ

at� 1

ij oij½xjðt � 1Þ � xiðt � 1Þ� ð2Þ

where ωij 2W is the weighted relationship between Agentj and Agenti; the weighted spaceis

W = [0,0.5], which indicates that the opinion of each agent will be affected half as strongly by

his neighbors for the most part; and ωij[xj(t − 1) − xi(t − 1)] is the effect strength of neighborA-

gent j to Agenti. Mt� 1

i is the number of neighbors for Agenti at the t − 1 time step. At the t time

step, Agent i’s opinion depends on his own opinion and the average effect strength of his

neighbor’s opinion at the t-1time step.

Neighbor relationship for opinion formation

The neighbor relationship is important to opinion formation. For example, in a seminar in

which participants exchange opinions with one another and reach an agreement, this neighbor

relationship is bidirectional. In the case of media information regarding social issues that influ-

ences people’s opinions, the neighbor relationship is unidirectional. In a political election, dif-

ferent parties have different political opinions, and most of these opinions are in opposition to

one another. To explore the influence of the neighbor relationship on opinion formation with

time-varying bounded confidence, a definition of the neighbor relationship is given for

Agentsi and j in G(t) as follows.

1. Bidirectional neighbors: For Agenti and Agentj, if kxi(t) – xj(t)k � εi(t)� εj(t) or kxi(t) –

xj(t)k � εj(t)� εi(t), Agenti and Agentj are bidirectional neighbors of one another. All bidi-

rectional neighbors are denoted as N$(t) = {i,j 2 V(t): (i,j) 2 E(t),(j,i) 2 E(t)}. All nodes in

N$(t) are connected fully and form a strongly connected network.

2. Unidirectional neighbors: For Agenti and Agentj, if εj(t)� kxi(t) – xj(t)k � εi(t), Agentj is

the neighbor of Agenti, but Agenti is not the neighbor of Agentj. All unidirectional neigh-

bors are denoted as N (t) = {i,j 2 V(t): (i,j) 2 E(t),(j,i) =2 E(t)}.

3. Non-neighbors: For Agenti and Agentj, if kxi(t) – xj(t)k> εi(t) or kxi(t) – xj(t)k> εj(t),

Agentsi and Agentj are non-neighbors of one another. All the non-neighbors are denoted

by N<>(t) = {i,j 2 V(t): (i,j) =2 E(t),(j,i) =2 E(t)}.

4. Stable neighbor relationship: At the t time step, Agenti and Agentj are neighbors ofone

another whose relationship is defined by one of the above definitions. If at the t + n time

step, the relationship between Agenti and Agent j has not changed and continues for any

t + n + l time step, and n� 0,l> 1 then this is a stable neighbor relationship.

As the neighbor relationship plays an important role in opinion evolution, the law of opin-

ion evolution must be further explicated.

Discussion

In the HK model, the number of the final opinion cluster depends on the homogeneous confi-

dence level [20,22]. However, what are the main factors in our model regarding opinion evolu-

tion? What is the influence of the neighbor relationship in opinion formation?

Time-varying opinion formation
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Impacts of neighbor relationship

When individuals land in a new human social environment, they will most likely communicate

with others who have similar characteristics and interests. As exchanges deepen, they form sta-

ble relationship networks.

If there is a stable neighbor relationship at the t + n time step, the opinion of Agenti at time

t + n + 1 is redefined based on formula (2) as follows:

xi tþ nþ 1ð Þ ¼ xi tþ nð Þ þ
1

M
P

j2Noij½xjðtþ nÞ � xiðtþ nÞ� ð3Þ

where M is the number of neighbors and N is the set of neighbors of Agenti. Because of the sta-

ble neighbor relationship, M and N do not change with time.

When opinion evolution occurs at the t + n time step and there is a stable bidirectional

neighbor relationship, we use Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: At the t + n time step, N$(t) is set for any Agenti and Agentj who are bidirectional
neighbors; then, at the t + n + l time step, the difference of their opinion value is (1 −Θ)l times in
the t + n time step, and Y ¼ 1

M

P
p;q2Nopq, M represents the agents in N$(t).

Based on formula (3), we deduce the differences in opinion for Agenti and Agent j (who are

bidirectional neighbors) as follows:

xjðtþ nþ 1Þ � xiðtþ nþ 1Þ

¼ xj tþ nð Þ � xi tþ nð Þ þ
1

M
½
X

q2N

ojqxqðtþ nÞ �
X

p2N

oipxpðtþ nÞ�

�
1

M
½
X

q2N

ojqxjðtþ nÞ �
X

p2N

oipxiðtþ nÞ�

¼ xjðtþ nÞ � xiðtþ nÞ

�
1

M
xjðtþ nÞ � xiðtþ nÞ
h i

 

oji þ oij þ
X

p;q2N� fi;jg

opq

!

¼ ½xjðtþ nÞ � xiðtþ nÞ� 1 �
1

M

X

p;q2N

opq

 !

¼ ½xjðtþ nÞ � xiðtþ nÞ�ð1 � YÞ

Additionally, xj(t + n + l) − xi(t + n + l) = [xj(t + n) − xi(t + n)](1 − Θ)l, and ωij 2 [0,0.5];

therefore, Θ 2 [0,0.5], then kxj(t + n + l) − xi(t + n + l)k � kxj(t + n) − xi(t + n)k � εj(t + n) or

kxj(t + n + l) − xi(t + n + l)k � kxj(t + n) − xi(t + n)k � εi(t + n). Thus, at the t + n + l time step,

Agentsi and j are also bidirectional neighbors, and the difference of their opinion value is (1 −
Θ)l times in the t + n time step.

Definition 1: If neighbor sets of N1
$
ðtÞ and N2

$
ðtÞ exist in which the agents have bidirec-

tional neighbor relationships, then for all i 2 G1
$
ðtÞ and j 2 G2

$
ðtÞ, there is (i,j) =2 E(t) and

ðj; iÞ=2EðtÞN1
$
ðtÞ, and N2

$
ðtÞ have mutual independence, and N1

$
ðtÞ \ N2

$
ðtÞ ¼ ;.

Theorem 2: At time t, m sets exist that are stable with mutual independence, Nk
$
ðtÞ ¼ ðVkðtÞ;

EkðtÞÞ, k = 1,2,. . .,m. A unidirectional directed network can be described as N (t) = {i 2 V1(t), j
2 Vm−1(t): (i,j) 2 E(t),(j,i) =2 E(t)}, Vm� 1ðtÞ ¼

Sm
l¼2

Vl. The evolutionary trend of an opinion
cluster formed by the nodes’ opinions belongs to Vl(t) in N (t) and is related to the overall effect
strength of neighbors’ opinions St. If St> 0, it will move ahead to a higher interval; if St< 0, it will

Time-varying opinion formation
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move ahead to a lower interval; and if St = 0, it moves ahead. Moreover, if there is sufficient time,
the opinion cluster will converge to consensus.

Based on the formula (3), there is:

xiðtþ nþ 1Þ � xiðtþ nÞ

¼
1

MN 

½
X

j2N ðtþnÞ

atþn
ij oij½xjðtþ nÞ � xiðtþ nÞ�

¼
1

MN 

f
X

j2V1ðtÞ

oij½xjðtþ nÞ � xiðtþ nÞ�

þ
X

j2V2ðtÞ

oij½xjðtþ nÞ � xiðtþ nÞ� þ � � �

þ
X

j2VmðtÞ

oij½xjðtþ nÞ � xiðtþ nÞ�g

¼
1

MN 

Xm

k¼1

f
X

j2VkðtÞ

oij½xjðtÞ � xiðtÞ�ð1 � Y
k
Þ

n
g ¼

1

MN 

Xm

k¼1

Sk
i;tð1 � Y

k
Þ

n

and Y
k
¼ 1

Mk

P
p;q2VkðtÞopq, Sk

i;t ¼
P

j2VkðtÞoij½xjðtÞ � xiðtÞ�.

There is DX ¼
P

i2Vl ½xiðtþ nþ lÞ � xiðtþ nÞ� ¼ 1

MN 

P
i2Vl

Pm
k¼1

Sk
i;tð1 � Y

k
Þ

n
and St ¼

P
i2Vl

Pm
k¼1

Sk
i;t because (1 − Θk)> 0, and the trend of the opinion cluster consisting of V1(t) in

N (t) is related to St; limn!1 X = 0 when n is long enough, and the opinion in N (t) will be

the same and a consensus will be reached.

Analysis of Δδ forthe time-varying threshold of bounded confidence

Individuals have different confidence levels and will thus choose to trust some individuals and

distrust others; as the trusted persons are grouped together to form a group, they will have sim-

ilar confidence levels.

For all agents, there is an Agenti whose trust threshold value is εi(t + n) at the t + n time

step. Based on formula (1), we have

εi tþ nð Þ ¼ 1 � dðtþ nÞð Þεi 0ð Þ þ d tþ nð Þ
kþi ðtþ n � 1Þ

kþi ðtþ n � 1Þ þ k�i ðtþ n � 1Þ
ð4Þ

Theorem 3: At time t, a set N(t) with M nodes and i 2 N(t) exists, and the confidence variation
increment of Agenti is 0< Δδ� 1; at time t + n, Agenti and his neighbor have a stable neighbor
relationship. The in and out degrees are k+ and k− for all nodes in set N(t), such that K ¼ kþ

kþþk� .
When K< εi(0), the time-varying threshold of bounded confidence for Agenti is decreased pro-
gressively at δΔεi. When K> εi(0), the time-varying threshold is increased progressively at δΔεi.

When K = εi(0), the time-varying threshold does not change overtime. Thus, at this juncture,
Δεi = K − εi(0). When K ¼ 1

M

P
iεið0Þ, the time-varying bounded confidence converges to

consensus.

Time-varying opinion formation
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For any agent at the t + n + 1 time step, we can infer as follows based on formula (4):

½εiðtþ nþ 1Þ � εiðtþ nÞ�

¼ ½dðtþ nÞ � dðtþ nþ 1Þ�εið0Þ þ dðtþ nþ 1ÞK � dðtþ nÞK

¼ Dd½K � εið0Þ�

If 0< Δδ� 1, the change trend of [εi(t + n + 1) − εi(t + n)] depends on Δεi. Additionally,

the total difference of time-varying bounded confidence is
X

i

½εiðtþ nþ 1Þ � εiðtþ nÞ� ¼ � Dd
X

i

½εið0Þ � Kiðtþ nÞ�

¼ � Dd½
X

i

εið0Þ � MK�

Therefore, if K ¼ 1

M

P
iεið0Þ, the time-varying bounded confidence converges.

Results

Experimental hypotheses on the initial conditions are provided to better investigate the

dynamic behavior of an opinion cluster in simulation and instanceanalysis.

Experimental hypothesis

1. There are200 agents in total, and each is coded for identification purposes from 1 to 200.

2. An agent’s opinion and his thresholds of bounded confidence obey a uniform distribution

of [0,1.0], where the weight factor ω satisfies the uniform distribution of [0, 0.5].

3. There is no isolated node in the network, and all agents are willing to exchange opinions.

4. The confidence variation increment is given by the four conditions (Δδ = 0, Δδ = 0.005, Δδ
= 0.01, Δδ = 0.9), that are described as Conditions I-IV in the following sections.

5. An opinion evolution period is called a time step in each experiment.

Next, we will reveal how opinion clusters are formed with experimental methods.

Experiment result

Opinion evolution is simulated in SWARM programming [33]. Fig 1 shows the evolution of

opinions, and the confidence variation plays a prominent role under the four conditions,

which is shown in the figures.

Fig 1 shows the opinion evolution over 1,000 time steps in Conditions I-IV. The times differ

for opinion cluster formation, and the interval distribution of the largest opinion cluster

changes from high to low due to different confidence variations. Condition IV changes

dramatically.

The largest opinion clusters in the four conditions change downwards under the influence

ofthe effect strength of neighbors’ opinions. To investigate the influence of the neighbor rela-

tionship on the agent’s opinion, we choose Agent117(the agent identified as 117), who has

been observed in the biggest opinion cluster in Conditions I-IV in the experiments.

We analyze the effect strength of his neighbors’ opinions in Conditions I-IV, which is

shown in Fig 2A; all the lines in the figure first increase sharply, then decrease to less than zero,

and finally increase slowly until they are steady at zero. The special situation is studied in Fig

2B for Condition III, where the neighbor relationship of Agent 117 is steady at the seventh

Time-varying opinion formation
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time step, which is known from his in-degree and out-degree adjacent matrixes. However, at

the 16th time step, his opinion changes to the max value, meeting in the average neighbor

opinion value, and the effect strength of his neighbors’ opinions is more than zero at this time

step. Then, his opinion decreases gradually along with his neighbors’ opinions effect strength

to less than zero and converges over 10,000 time steps.

Fig 1. Opinion evolution with different values ofΔδ. (a) Δδ = 0; (b) Δδ = 0.005; (c) Δδ = 0.01; (d) Δδ = 0,9.

The lines with different color denote the opinions of agents varying from 0.0 to 1.0.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172982.g001

Fig 2. The opinion evolution of agent117. (a) The average effect strength of the opinions of Agent117’s neighbors. The black, green, blue, and red lines

denote the confidence variations with Δδ = 0, Δδ = 0.005, Δδ = 0.01, and Δδ = 0.9, respectively. (b) Opinion evolution of Agent117 with Δδ = 0.01. The line

with cross marks denotes the opinion of Agent117, and the line with circle marks denotes the average opinions of Agent117’s neighbors. The cross point of

the horizontal and the vertical dotted lines indicate the max value of opinions for Agent117 and his neighbors. The embedded figure shows the opinion

evolution of Agent117 in 10000 time steps.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172982.g002
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We find that there are different neighbor relationship sets in-degree and out-degree adja-

cent matrixes, such as bidirectional neighbors sets N7

i$j ¼ f19; 46; 72; 103; 140; 191; 196g,

N7

i$j ¼ f29; 42; 109; 144g, N1

i$j ¼ f35g, and N186

i$j ¼ V � N7

i$j � N4

i$j � N1

i$j � N6

i$j; the non-

neighbors set N6

i$j ¼ f6g; and one unidirectional neighbors set N186þ

i$j ¼ fj 2 N7

i$j [N4

i$j

[N1

i$j; i 2 N186

i$j : ði; jÞ 2 E; ðj; iÞ=2Eg; The sign V represents the set of all nodes, the superscript

of the set N is the label (which is referred to here as the number of nodes), and the subscript is

the relationship between agents. The numbers in sets serve to identify the agents. And we have

got the sum of effect strength of opinions of agent 117’s neighbours in 1000 time steps from

the data source as follows, and please see data file [S1 Dataset] for the specific calculation:

S1000 ¼ S7

117;1000
þ S4

117;1000
þ S1

117;1000
þ S186

117;1000
¼ � 0:001036445

The opinion values of agents in set N186

i$j change less because their neighbors with small

opinion values have a greater effect regarding the strength of their opinions, such that the larg-

est opinion cluster changes downwards.

Based on Theorem 2, we confirm that a group of random data must exist regarding opin-

ions as well as a threshold and weight factor for those agents that make the opinion cluster

move ahead to a higher level. Therefore, we simulate them in SWARM, and the results are as

follows.

Fig 3 shows that the largest opinion cluster moves ahead to a higher level with the influence

of neighbor effect strength on other random data for the opinion of agents.

Fig 4 displays the changes in the threshold of bounded confidence in Conditions I-IV, In

Conditions II-IV, the confidence level converges in different groups, and the convergent value

is the average value of the group, i.e., when they have the same threshold of bounded confi-

dence, they have a stable relationship and are in the same group, which is consistent with the

results and theoretical analysis embodied in Theorem 3.

Fig 4 presents the thresholds of bounded confidence changes in the four conditions; in

Condition IV, the best cluster of the trust threshold value is larger than the others.

When the confidence variation is larger, we find that the largest opinion cluster moves

faster from high to low and the number of opinion clusters decreases.

Definition2: For all agents in a group who change their opinion, the ultimate opinion values
are called a group consensus opinion.

Fig 3. Opinion and confidence evolution withΔδ = 0.01. (a) Opinion Evolution. (b) Confidence Evolution.

Lines with different colors denote the opinions and thresholds of bounded confidence.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172982.g003
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To analyze how a group consensus opinion forms and the number of consensus opinions

in a group, we demonstrate convergence over time in Fig 5.

The process of convergence is shown in 5,000 time steps and at the beginning of conver-

gence. Those agents with similar opinions in the group begin to share the same opinions as

their neighbors; the number of opinions are 14,5,5, and 2 in the four conditions at 5000 time

step. However, in Condition I, the number 14 will be decreased in theory over longer time

steps, and it is more difficult to converge to the consensus opinion in Condition I than in the

other conditions. The confidence variation is the main reason to accelerate convergence, and

when the confidence variation is larger, convergence is more rapid. However, there are certain

phenomena that are not initially clear between Conditions II and III. In Condition II, it con-

verges a little faster and earlier than is the case in Condition III. We explain this phenomenon

in Fig 5B, the opinion sample variance, where the degree of sample variance in the Condition

II is shown to be lower than in Condition III; we infer that this sample variance is the primary

reason for the different convergences in Condition II.

A special case analysis of Δδ = 1

Δδ = 1 is a special case because it only concernsthe network structure. For εi tð Þ ¼
kþi ðt� 1Þ

kþi ðt� 1Þþk�i ðt� 1Þ
,

the in/out degree of the real network is crucial for an agent’s opinion. Ifwe suppose that the in

and out degrees are 1, then we have the following experimental results.

Fig 6A and 6B show the opinion evolution and confidence level overtime. The trust thresh-

old value is always 0.5,all agents are neighbors at the outset, and opinion clusters and the

group consensus opinion both converge to 0.5, as shown in Fig 6C. Theorem 3 shows that if

Fig 4. The threshold bounds of confidence with different values ofΔδ. (a) Δδ = 0; (b) Δδ = 0.005; (c) Δδ
= 0.01; (d) Δδ = 0.9. The lines with different colors denote the confidence level of agents varying from 0.0 to

1.0.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172982.g004
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Fig 5. The analysis of consensus opinions with different values ofΔδ. (a) The formation process of a

consensus opinion; the embedded figure shows the number of opinions changing in 400 time steps. (b) The

sample variance of opinions. The black, green, blue, and red lines denote Δδ = 0, Δδ = 0.005, Δδ = 0.01 and

Δδ = 0.9, respectively.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172982.g005

Fig 6. Analysis forΔδ = 1. (a)Opinion evolution. (b) Confidence evolution. (c) An area figure showing the

interval distribution of opinion evolution overtime. The areas with different colors denote the opinion interval

overtime. (d) The average degree impact of neighbors. The green, blue, red, and orange lines denote the

impact of Δδ = 0.005, Δδ = 0.01, Δδ = 0.9, and Δδ = 1, respectively.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172982.g006
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kþi ðt� 1Þ

kþi ðt� 1Þþk�i ðt� 1Þ
¼ εi 0ð Þ, it will converge to the consensus opinion. Because εi(0) = 0.5 at the

beginning, then
kþi ðt� 1Þ

kþi ðt� 1Þþk�i ðt� 1Þ
¼ 0:5, and the network is connected completely which is also

known form the adjacent matrixes. Fig 6D shows the influence of
kþi ðt� 1Þ

kþi ðt� 1Þþk�i ðt� 1Þ
; when there are

more increments for Δδ, the agent’s opinion has greater influence.

The real network structure plays an important role in opinion evolution, although this

structure will be explored in another paper.

Conclusion

We advance an opinion formation model with time-varying bounded confidence that is based

on how people communicate in daily life; the model involves confidence variation and the

degree of neighbor node. We provided the mathematical definition of the model and figures

regarding opinion evolution and time-varying bounded confidence that were obtained under

experimental conditions. We explored the evolutionary trend of opinion clusters by defining

the neighbor relationship, and we found that opinions in groups converged exponentially into

a stable neighbor relationship. The evolutionary trend of opinion clusters relates to the average

opinion strength of the neighbor. If the average opinion strength is greater than zero, the opin-

ion cluster will transform to a high interval. If the average opinion strength is less than zero,

the opinion cluster will transform to a low interval. If the strength of the opinion equals zero,

then neighbors share the same opinions, i.e., group consensus opinions. Moreover, the confi-

dence variation increment is the main factor in shortening the convergence time. We explored

time-varying bounded confidence using 0< Δδ� 1, and found that the threshold of bounded

confidence converges at a rate to consensus; meanwhile, K ¼ 1

M

P
iεið0Þ. Δδ = 1 is a special

condition involving the real network structure. Our work is preliminary, and more in-depth

research will be conducted in the future.

Confidence variation will affect the number of opinion clusters, the convergence of the

trust threshold value and the degree of the opinion sample dispersion. When Δδ is larger, the

stable neighbor relationships will form faster, and the effect on opinion evolution will be

greater.

Opinion clusters are also related to the characteristics of individuals. Agents with a high

opinion value but a low trust threshold value find it difficult to incorporate their opinion

cluster into other groups, even when the confidence variation increment is sufficiently

large. Notably, the role of individual characteristics in consensus will be discussed in future

work.

Supporting information

S1 Dataset. Dataset for time-varying opinion formation. Dataset for Opinions and Confi-

dence with Δδ = 0; Δδ = 0.0005; Δδ = 0.01; and Δδ = 0.9; and dataset of the instance of

Agent117.

(XLSX)
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